JAMBOREE
VISUAL STORY
For Venues

You are invited to a gig. A gig is an event where people come to listen to tunes
played by a group of musicians called a band.
They will play music that you can listen to and feel.
The band often play music from countries like Serbia and Bulgaria. This type of
music is called Balkan music. Many of these tunes have been collected and
passed on over hundreds of years.

The band have been travelling
around, jamming with young
musicians to collect some new
tunes.
Jamming is when you play
music together and make it up
as you go along. Each tune is
inspired or influenced by a
young musician the band met.
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The band will wear their most fantastic, colourful clothes to the gig and you
can too! There will be hats, capes and other dress up things you and the
person you are with can borrow during the gig.
Here are the people you will meet in the waiting area, before the gig
begins.

This Host loves coming to the gig.

This Host loves making noise.

They will give you a sparkly bag with some sensory props inside. These are to help
you enjoy the gig. The Hosts will show you both exactly what to do with them.
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This is a member of the band. She loves to play her trumpet.

She has a cuddly bat called Henry which she takes everywhere with her.
Henry makes her feel safe.
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They will show you to a music tent, where the gig will happen.

This tent has a shiny floor.

It has colourful walls made of fabric and it has no roof.
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In the music tent, you can sit on a chair or stay in your wheelchair, or there are
beanbags if you prefer. The person you have come with will sit next to you.
You can do whatever you need to during the gig. You can leave and come
back in as many times as you like.
In this gig, the music will come from the instruments and speakers around you.

Sometimes the lights will go bright and sometimes they will be a bit darker.
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The person you are with will speak to you using a voice cone.

Then you will meet the band. At first you will hear them. Then they will come into
the music tent.
First will be a member of the band who loves to play the clarinet. He has a
jacket with shiny tassels that move when he dances.
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Next will be a member of the band who loves to sing.

Lastly you will meet a member of the band who plays a big, low instrument
called a sousaphone.
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The band will play some tunes which are inspired by the jams they had
with students from your school this week.
The first tune is fun, with lots of dancing and clapping.

For the next tune, the musicians will come closer so you can feel the vibration of
their instruments. If you don't like it, you or the person you are with can say "no", the
band won't mind.
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The next tune is all about making noise with lots of different objects and instruments.

You will be given bells that you can use to join in with. The band are excited to
jam with you.
Let's make some noise!
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Next is a song where the singer uses a microphone. She loves collecting songs
and noises, so she will come around the audience with the microphone. You
can make noise into it if you like.

During this tune you can make light patterns using a torch and sequins that are
in your sparkly bag.
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The last tune is about conducting the music. Conducting is when one person
tells the musicians what to do and when.
There will be big, colourful, silky fabric flags that will be wafted over your head.

And a big drum.
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When the gig has ended, the band will take a bow.

Then it is time to leave the music tent.
The musicians will pack up and leave in their van.
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